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CONIFA 2021 CHRONOLOGY

* Preparation of the 2022 America Cup project

* Alliance with the South American Soccer Council CSNA to jointly create the Copa 

America 2022.

* Virtual meeting with 25 teams from Latin America, to talk about the America Cup.

* Questionnaire for possible participating teams (possible venues, stadiums, dates).

* Letter to CONIFA from Mapuche and Rappa Nui regarding their status as members of 

CONIFA.

* Response by Per Anders for Mapuche and Rappa Nui about their situation with 



CONIFA 2021 CHRONOLOGY

* The city of Buenos Aires, Argentina is established as the venue for the America Cup.

* Virtual meeting with possible new members of CONIFA

* Meeting with possible participants to the Copa America

* Meeting with a travel agency dedicated to logistics for the preparation of the tournament

* Maule sur sends your membership form to CONIFA and it is accepted



CONIFA 2021 CHRONOLOGY

• * Selection Armenia sends membership forms to CONIFA and it is accepted

* Selection of Sao Paulo sends its membership form and after 3 monthly meetings of the exco 

it is accepted (after Francesco Zema and I speak in a meeting).

* Meeting with possible members of CONIFA to postpone the Copa America June 8-13 2022

* Interview with AS international newspaper that talks about the situation of CONIFA.

* Members of South America hope to have the list of official teams to make annual 

membership payments.



DIEGO BARTOLOTTA

PRESIDENT CONIFA LATIN

CONIFA in the American continent has advanced incredibly this time, since we have achieved important 

alliances, new members.

We have a group where we are in communication with our members and we are in constant 

communication with new potential members.

In this period of CONIFA in my charge, the satisfactions are very great and the desire to work at CONIFA 

every day grows much more than the previous one, I can only thank the president Per Anders for his 

support, Alberto Rishio and each of the members of the EXCO. I will take CONIFA in the American 

continent to the highest possible level.



CONIFA CHRONOLOGY 2022

* Send a budget in Excel for the AMERICA Cup (waiting to be accepted to help carry out the AMERICA Cup 2022.

* Formal virtual meeting with all active members of CONIFA AMERICA LATINA

* Creation of the Copa AMERICA tournament logo

* Presentation in social networks of CONIFA of the official tournament 2022 ARGENTINA 8-13 JUNE

* Enter new members to CONIFA and have a more complete group.

* Membership payments by members of CONIFA SUDAMERICA

* CUP AMERICA 2022

* Meetings with members during, before and after the tournament

* Intercontinental Cup 2023 - 2024

* Support members of CONIFA AMERICA LATINA Y SUDAMERICA throughout this new season.



MEMBERS CONIFA SUDAMERICA

MAPUCHE

RAPPA NUI
Selección Armenia 
Argentina

Sao Paulo Brasil

SELECCIÓN MAULE SUR


